Press Release Short – x 200 words

2 Slots One Cup – Win up to 70 Super Spins on every World Cup Game!

With the biggest event on the football calendar just around the corner, Quasar Gaming have once
again outdone themselves with their latest2 Slots One Cup Promotion– an interactive challenge that
will see players trying to predict each game’s winner and the possibility to earn as much as 70 super
spins per game!

Standing out of the crowd for its unique way of bringing football and casino together, 2 Slots One
Cup will run for a month between the 14th June and the 15th July and envisions to credit thousands
of players with a ginormous amount of free spins and super spins.

Grabbing your share is simple. Each country is represented by a slot game, simply check out the
upcoming fixtures table on the promotion page to confirm which team to back. Predict the match
winner by playing the corresponding slot and earn up to 70 Super Spins every game. Get half the
amount of Free Spins if the match ends in a draw, but if losing is not an option — play both slots and
receive your Free Spins no matter the outcome!
Hit the wagering targets and wait for the big game – if your guess was right, Quasar Gaming will
reward you with up to 60 free spins or 70 super spins per victory.

Sounds just right? Opt in early and be amongst the first 10,000 players in the league. Expect an
additional 100% bonus up to €100 on your next deposit, just to get things going the way you like
them…

Press Release Long – x 400 words

2 Slots One Cup – Win up to 70 Super Spins on every World Cup Game

If the thought of free spins makes you smile, you’re going to absolutely love what the Quasar
Gaming have just launched.

Starting from the 14th June, Quasar Gaming is set to host ‘2 Slots One Cup’, an interactive challenge
that brings football and casino together in the freshest way possible.

Check out the fixtures table once the tournament kicks off and find out what slot has been assigned
to which country. Try and guess the winning team and hit the reels on its corresponding slot, hit the
wager requirements per game and you’re looking at as many as 70 super spins per match.

Detailed winning as follows:

°

Wager €40 on the winning slot and win 25 free spins

°

Wager €100 on the winning slot and win 60 free spins

°

Wager €500 on the winning slot and win 70 super spins

Should a match end in a draw, expect to be rewarded with half the amount of spins.
Opt in before the 14th and Quasar will reward you with an immediate ‘Early Bird’ 100% bonus up to
€100 on your next deposit, as well as signing you up to a number of exclusive gifts and promotions
that will be delivered directly to your inbox throughout the month.

The way you choose to play this out is of course entirely up to you. If you’re absolutely sure about
one team then give its corresponding slot your all, if you can’t make up your mind, perhaps you
might like to get both slots spinning – why choose when you can have both? If you’re more of an
excitement fiend, why not spin slots while the game is being aired? That’s one way to make use of
the half time break!

Expect even greater winnings scheduled for the final match, where Quasar Gaming bump up their
winnings up to a phenomenal 140 super spins for the winning team – score!

Whichever method suits your gaming style most, there’s one thing that’s for certain – it’s an offer
you’re not going to want to miss out on, not unless you’d rather leave thousands of free spins
behind of course…

Opt in today and make the most out of an extra bonus whilst joining us in the countdown to the
most anticipated football event of the year – see you at Quasar Gaming!

